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Abstract

Few-Shot Video Object Segmentation (FSVOS) aims to
segment objects in a query video with the same category de-
fined by a few annotated support images. However, this task
was seldom explored. In this work, based on IPMT, a state-
of-the-art few-shot image segmentation method that com-
bines external support guidance information with adaptive
query guidance cues, we propose to leverage multi-grained
temporal guidance information for handling the temporal
correlation nature of video data. We decompose the query
video information into a clip prototype and a memory pro-
totype for capturing local and long-term internal temporal
guidance, respectively. Frame prototypes are further used
for each frame independently to handle fine-grained adap-
tive guidance and enable bidirectional clip-frame prototype
communication. To reduce the influence of noisy memory, we
propose to leverage the structural similarity relation among
different predicted regions and the support for selecting reli-
able memory frames. Furthermore, a new segmentation loss
is also proposed to enhance the category discriminability of
the learned prototypes. Experimental results demonstrate
that our proposed video IPMT model significantly outper-
forms previous models on two benchmark datasets. Code is
available at https://github.com/nankepan/VIPMT.

1. Introduction
To mitigate the data-hungry issue of modern deep seman-

tic segmentation models [18, 2, 4], few-shot semantic seg-
mentation emerges by only requiring a few support samples
with annotated masks for segmenting the objects of the same
class in new images. Many recent works [25, 32, 13, 16]
have shown very promising results on image data using the
meta-learning scheme. They simulate the inference process
and partition the training set into numerous episodes, in each
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Figure 1. Given a few annotated support frames, FSVOS aims to
segment the objects with the same category from a query video (a).
Simply considering single-frame information leads to inconsecu-
tive segmentation results (b), while our method generates accurate
results by using multi-grained temporal prototypes (c).

of which, the model samples a few support images and learns
to guide the segmentation on the query images.

Inspired by the classic Few-Shot Image Semantic Seg-
mentation (FSISS) task, the Few-Shot Video Object Segmen-
tation (FSVOS) task was introduced by [1, 24]. For FSISS,
many works adopt the prototype-based methods, in which a
prototype vector is extracted from the support to encode the
category guidance information, and then a segmentation head
learns to match the prototype with the feature at each query
pixel for performing query segmentation. However, the
intra-class diversity can cause the matching gap between the
support-induced prototype guidance and the query features.
The IPMT model [16] solved this problem by learning an
intermediate prototype that integrates both support-induced
external category guidance knowledge and query-induced
adaptive guidance information. As for FSVOS, video data
additionally show temporal correlation, from which we can
also induce internal temporal guidance. If we ignore this
prior knowledge and simply consider single-frame informa-
tion, the learned prototypes may vary significantly among
different frames, leading to inconsecutive segmentation re-
sults, as shown in Figure 1 (b).

This ICCV paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;
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In this work, we extend the IPMT model [16] for video
data by tackling the temporal correlation nature. Based on
the intermediate prototype mechanism of IPMT, we propose
to decompose the query video information into the clip-level,
frame-level, and memory-level prototypes, consisting of a
multi-grained temporal structure, which was NEVER ex-
plored by existing models [1, 24]. Among them, the clip
prototype encodes local temporal object guidance informa-
tion in each consecutive clip, while the memory prototype
introduces long-term historical guidance cues. Combing
them can effectively handle the temporal correlation problem.
However, such a design may ignore fine-grained per-frame
adaptive guidance information, hence may fail to handle
large scene changes and object transformation. To this end,
we further learn an adaptive frame prototype by indepen-
dently encoding per-frame object features. Additionally, we
enable bidirectional clip-frame prototype communication by
making the clip-level and frame-level prototypes initialize
each other, hence promoting intra-clip temporal correlation.

To better leverage the historical memory guidance, we
also follow a Video Object Segmentation (VOS) method
[17] and train an IoU regression network to select reliable
memory frames for reducing the negative influence brought
by noisy memory. However, different from [17], we ex-
plicitly consider the nature of the FSVOS task and propose
to leverage the structural similarity relation among differ-
ent predicted regions and the support information for pre-
dicting more accurate IoU scores. To make the learned
prototype more category discriminative, we also propose a
Cross-Category Discriminative Segmentation (CCDS) loss
by leveraging negative batch samples. Extensive experimen-
tal results have verified the effectiveness of our proposed
Video IPMT (VIPMT) model and showed its significant
performance improvement over state-of-the-art models.

In conclusion, our contributions can be summarized as
follows:

• For the very first time, we propose to learn multi-
grained temporal prototypes for FSVOS, by extending
the IPMT [16] model. Clip and memory prototypes are
learned for internal temporal guidance. Frame proto-
types are used for fine-grained adaptive guidance and
also enable prototype communication.

• We propose to leverage the structural similarity relation
among different predicted regions and the support for
selecting reliable memory information. We also present
a CCDS loss using the negative samples within each
batch for promoting category discriminability of the
learned prototypes.

• Experimental results have demonstrated the significant
effectiveness of our proposed model, which improves
state-of-the-art results by more than 4% and 3%, on
two benchmark datasets, respectively.

2. Related Work

2.1. Few-Shot Image Semantic Segmentation

Most previous FSISS works adopted meta-learning-based
methods [27], especially prototype-based models. Specifi-
cally, Dong and Xing [9] aggregated a prototype vector on
the support images to encode the representative category
knowledge first, and then evaluated its similarity with each
query pixel in a matching network as the segmentation result.
Following this idea, Yang et al. [29] constructed multiple
prototypes from limited support images to represent diverse
image regions. In [25], Tian et al. used high-level features to
generate a prior mask as a supplement to the support proto-
type for refining the query feature. Liu et al. [15] leveraged
non-target prototypes to eliminate distracting regions. BAM
[13] used the prototypes of base classes to explicitly suppress
corresponding regions. In IPMT [16], Liu et al. proposed
to generate an intermediate prototype which encodes the
category guidance information from both support and query.
However, all these methods only focused on image data and
the challenge of video data remains seldom explored.

2.2. Video Object Segmentation

Another closely related domain is VOS, especially the
semi-supervised VOS, in which the mask label of an object in
the first frame is given and the model is required to segment
the same object in other frames. Some methods [22, 7, 28]
tried to leverage optical flow to help segment target objects.
Noticing the successful application of memory networks
[8, 31] in computer vision, STM [21] proposed a memory
mechanism to leverage information from previous frames
for segmenting the current frame. Lu et al. [19] followed
this idea and improve the memory mechanism with a graph
model. For a comprehensive survey please refer to [33].

Different from semi-supervised VOS, we tackle the
FSVOS task with two differences. First, semi-supervised
VOS aims to segment the same object indicated in the anno-
tation of the first frame while FSVOS requires to segment
the objects of the same class with the annotated support set.
Second, the support set in FSVOS can be composed of any
images or frames of any videos that contain the target class.
Hence, FSVOS is more generalized and faces much larger
intra-class diversity between the support set and the query
video. In this work, we propose multi-grained temporal
prototype learning and bidirectional clip-frame prototype
communication for FSVOS, which is different from existing
VOS methods.

Our idea of using the IoU network to select memory
frames with high segmentation quality is inspired by [17].
However, in [17], the authors directly regress the IoU score
by only taking the image and the mask as the network in-
put. In this work, we further consider the nature of FSVOS
and propose to compute several structural similarity maps
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which explicitly encode the quality assessment prior of the
relations among the predicted foreground, background, and
the support areas.

2.3. Few-shot Video Object Segmentation

For the FSVOS task, currently, only a few works have
targeted this topic. Chen et al. [1] proposed the first FSVOS
dataset and model. They proposed a Domain Agent Net-
work (DAN) to alleviate the large computational cost of the
many-to-many attention between the support images and
the query video frames, which only considered clip-level
temporal information. Siam et al. [24] proposed a temporal
transductive inference model, which uses both global and
local temporal constraints to obtain per-frame model weights
and locally consistent predictions. Compared with them, we
optimize multi-grained temporal prototypes while they opti-
mized per-frame model weights. Furthermore, we explicitly
use historical memory while they did not.

3. Preliminaries
3.1. Problem Definition

For FSVOS, a whole video object segmentation dataset
D with multiple object categories C is divided into a
training subset Dbase and a testing subset Dnovel, whose
categories are Cbase and Cnovel, respectively, and satisfy
Cbase ∩ Cnovel = ∅ and Cbase ∪ Cnovel = C. Under the
standard few-shot setting and the episodic training scheme,
both Dbase and Dnovel are randomly partitioned into a lot
of episodes. In each episode, a support set S provides K
frames Is with labeled segmentation masks Os of a spe-
cific object category (we follow [1, 24] to focus on one-way
segmentation here), i.e., S = {(Isi ,Osi)}Ki=1, as the meta
knowledge of the target class. Then, given a query video
Q = {Iqi}Ni=1 with N frames, an FSVOS model is used
to predict the segmentation masks {Õqi}Ni=1 of the same
category for each frame. The model can be trained on the
episodes sampled from Dbase with the given ground truth
query masks {Oqi}Ni=1, learning how to transfer the guid-
ance knowledge from the support to the query. Finally, the
FSVOS model is expected to make accurate predictions for
unseen categories on Dnovel.

3.2. Review of IPMT

The IPMT model [16] adopts a transformer-based archi-
tecture for the FSISS task. Specifically, FSISS can be mod-
eled by learning an intermediate prototype G ∈ R1×C and
pixel-wise feature maps Fs and Fq for the support and query,
respectively, and then conduct iterative mutual optimization
between G and Fq within multiple IPMT layers. Under
the K-shot setting, the support features Fs ∈ RKhw×C

and the flattened masks Os ∈ RKhw×1, where h,w,C
are the height, width, and channel number, respectively.

In the l-th IPMT layer, given the previous query feature
Fq

l−1 ∈ Rhw×C and the flattened binarized mask prediction
Õq

l−1 ∈ Rhw×1, the intermediate prototype G is updated by

Gl = IPM(Gl−1,F
s,Fq

l−1,O
s, Õq

l−1)

= MLP(Gs
l +Gq

l +Gl−1),
(1)

where MLP denotes a multi-layer perception. The Gs
l can

be seen as the support prototype which encodes the deter-
ministic guidance knowledge from the support and the Gq

l

can be regarded as the query prototype that learns adaptive
guidance information from the query. They can be obtained
by

Gs
l = MAtt(Gl−1,F

s,Os), (2)
Gq

l = MAtt(Gl−1,F
q
l−1, Õ

q
l−1). (3)

Here, MAtt means the masked attention operation [3]:

MAtt(G,F,O) = δ(fQ(G)fK(F)⊤ +∆)fV (F), (4)

where δ means the softmax normalization,
fQ(·), fK(·), fV (·) are three linear transformations
following [26], and ∆ = (1 − O⊤) · (−∞) is used to
modulate the attention matrix, making background attention
weights become zeros after softmax.

Then, the updated Gl is used to generate mask predictions
for both support and query via a mask generation (MG)
process:

Õs
l = MG(Gl,F

s), Õq
l = MG(Gl,F

q
l−1), (5)

MG(G,F) = Sigmoid(fG(G)F⊤), (6)

where fG(·) is another linear transformation. At the same
time, the generated prototype Gl is also used to update the
query feature maps via query activation (QA):

Fq
l = QA(Gl,F

q
l−1) = Factv(Gl ⊚ Fq

l−1), (7)

where ⊚ means concatenation and Factv is an activation
network with two convolution layers.

In the original implementation, IPMT first feeds the input
images into a froze backbone encoder (e.g. ResNet-50 [11]),
obtaining multi-scale features {X1,X2,X3,X4} from the
last four convolution blocks, with the scale of 1/4, 1/8, 1/8,
and 1/8, respectively. Then, X1 and X2 are fused to obtain
the backbone features for both support and query. Next, a
prototype activation (PA) module generates the support fea-
tures Fs, the initial query feature Fq

0 , and the initial query
mask Õq

0 . The initial prototype G0 is randomly initialized
at the beginning and then optimized during training. After-
ward, by iteratively operating (1) to (7) in five layers, both
prototype and features can be optimized step by step. For
more details please refer to [16].
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Figure 2. Main architecture of the proposed VIPMT model for FSVOS. “RMS” means our proposed reliable memory selection
(Section 4.3), “MAtt” means masked attention (4), “MG” means mask generation (6), and “QA” means query activation (7). In each VIPMT
iteration, the input intermediate prototype Gl−1 first generates the support prototype Gs

l (2), the clip prototype Gc
l (8), and the memory

prototype Gm
l (13), and combine them to obtain the clip-level intermediate prototype Gci

l (14). Afterwords, a frame level prototype Gfi
l

is obtained for each frame via (10) and then updates the frame mask Õfi
l and frame feature Fci

l via (12). Finally, all Gfi
l are averaged to

obtain Gl (11), which is input into the next iteration with Õf
l and Fc

l .

4. Video IPMT
As shown in Figure 2, we take the original IPMT model as

the baseline and combine it with our proposed multi-grained
prototype learning scheme for performing the FSVOS task.
we elaborate on the design of our clip-level, frame-level,
and memory-level prototypes first. Finally, we present the
training loss, including the newly proposed CCDS loss.

4.1. Clip Prototype Learning

Since a video is composed of several consecutive frames,
a straightforward way is to directly apply the IPMT model
on each query frame. However, such a naive method does
not consider any video temporal information and also lacks
efficiency. Hence, we propose to take video clips as query
units for both training and inference. Given a query video
clip C = {Ici}Tc

i=1 with Tc frames, we perform the masked
attention with clip-level query features to generate the clip
prototype:

Gc
l = MAtt(Gl−1,F

c
l−1, Õ

f
l−1), (8)

where Fc
l−1 ∈ RTchw×C , Õf

l−1 ∈ RTchw×1 is the previous
predicted masks and will be explained later. Then, we obtain
the clip-level intermediate prototype:

Gci
l = MLP(Gs

l +Gc
l +Gl−1), (9)

which encodes local guidance information within the whole
query clip. Next, we can use (6) to segment the tar-
get objects in the whole clip and obtain clip predictions
Õc

l ∈ RTchw×1 = MG(Gci
l ,F

c
l−1), which preserves tem-

poral coherence within the Tc frames.

4.2. Frame Prototype Learning

The clip-level intermediate prototype Gci
l uses one proto-

type to represent the whole clip and encodes the clip consen-
sus object information, however, may ignore frame-level fine-
grained cues. This problem may cause a performance drop
when the object appearance changes significantly within the
clip. To mitigate this problem, we propose to further gener-
ate frame-level query prototypes {Gfi

l }
Tc
i=1 by updating Gci

l

with related fine-grained object cues in each frame:

Gfi
l = MLP(MAtt(Gci

l ,F
ci

l−1, Õ
ci

l ) +Gci
l ). (10)

In this process, we use Gci
l as a good initialization to learn

each Gfi
l and subsequently aggregate the frame-level query

prototypes as the initialization for the next iteration:

Gl =
1

Tc

Tc∑
i=1

Gfi
l . (11)

As such, we enable bidirectional clip-frame prototype com-
munication, which promotes the intra-clip temporal correla-
tion. On the contrary, directly using the clip-level intermedi-
ate prototype Gci

l as the initialization for the next iteration
only enables one-way communication from the clip informa-
tion to the frame-level.

At the same time, we use each frame prototype Gfi
l to

generate the frame-level segmentation mask and update the
query feature for each frame independently:

Õfi
l = MG(Gfi

l ,F
ci

l−1),

Fci

l = QA(Gfi
l ,F

ci

l−1).
(12)
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Figure 3. Illustration of the generation process of the four struc-
tural similarity maps. Red and blue regions indicate objects of
two categories, respectively. Here we only show two support frames
for concision.

Next, Õf
l = {Õfi

l }
Tc
i=1, Fc

l = {Fci

l }Tc
i=1, and Gl are input to

(8) again for the next iteration.

4.3. Memory Prototype Learning

Since a whole video usually contains numerous frames,
only considering the information within a local clip is subop-
timal as long-term historical temporal information is ignored.
Many VOS works have also demonstrated that leveraging
history memory is crucial for video data to enhance the tem-
poral correlation. To this end, we propose to learn a memory
prototype for providing historical guidance information. For
each clip except the first one, we can use Tm previous frames
as the memory set M = {Imi}Tm

i=1, which also has predicted
masks Õm ∈ RTmhw×1. Then, we use masked attention on
memory features to generate the memory prototype:

Gm
l = MAtt(Gl−1,F

m, Õm), (13)

where Fm ∈ RTmhw×C and Õm ∈ RTmhw×1. Then, the
update of the clip-level intermediate prototype Gci

l in (9)
can be rewrote as

Gci
l = MLP(Gs

l +Gc
l +Gm

l +Gl−1). (14)

We do not consider using memory prototype at the frame
level since Gci

l is designed to combine comprehensive guid-
ance information at the clip-level, simultaneously from sup-
port, clip, and memory. In contrast, Gfi

l encodes pure frame
adaptive cues and uses Gci

l as the initialization.
Reliable Memory Selection. During the training stage, we
can use the ground truth memory masks Om to replace the
predicted masks for training an accurate model. However,
during the inference stage, we can only use the predicted
masks Õm, which may be very noisy and hence heavily
contaminate the learned prototype. To mitigate this problem,

we follow [17] and train an IoU regression network (IoUNet)
to select reliable memory frames which have higher segmen-
tation quality. Different from [17], we explicitly consider
the nature of the FSVOS task and propose to leverage the
structural similarity among the predicted foreground region,
background region, and object region in support images for
predicting more accurate IoU scores.

Specifically, as shown in Figure 3, given the backbone fea-
tures of an memory frame X4 ∈ Rhw×C and the support set
Xs

4 ∈ RKhw×C , the predicted memory mask Õ ∈ Rhw×1

(here we omit the superscript m for conciseness), and the
ground truth support masks Os ∈ RKhw×1, we first obtain
the background mask for the memory B̃ = 1− Õ. Then, we
can evaluate the segmentation quality of the memory frame
using a simple and intuitive idea: once it is well segmented,
its foreground region Õ should be dissimilar to the back-
ground B̃ and similar to the support foreground Os, while
the background B̃ should be dissimilar to both Õ and Os.
To this end, we compute the structural similarity map of the
foreground area of the memory w.r.t. the background area:

Sfb = Norm(Max((X4 ⊙ Õ)(X4 ⊙ B̃)⊤, 1)), (15)

where ⊙ means element-wise multiplication, Max(∗, 1)
means obtaining the maximum value along each row, and
Norm denotes the min-max normalization to scale the data
to the range of [0, 1]. Then, the output map Sfb ∈ Rhw×1

exactly represents how similar each foreground pixel is w.r.t.
the background area, as shown in Figure 3.

Likewise, we can obtain a similarity map Sbf of the back-
ground area w.r.t. the foreground, similarity map Sfs of the
foreground area of the memory w.r.t. the foreground of the
support, and similarity map Sbs of the background area of
the memory w.r.t. the foreground of the support:

Sbf = Norm(Max((X4 ⊙ B̃)(X4 ⊙ Õ)⊤, 1)),

Sfs = Norm(Max((X4 ⊙ Õ)(Xs
4 ⊙Os)⊤, 1)),

Sbs = Norm(Max((X4 ⊙ B̃)(Xs
4 ⊙Os)⊤, 1)).

(16)

Once obtain the four structural similarity maps, we com-
bine them with multi-scale memory features and the original
predicted mask Õ to regress the IoU score of the memory
frame. Concretely, we first downsample X1 to the 1/8 scale
with stride convolution and then fuse it with X2,X3,X4

into a combined feature with 256 channels. Then, we con-
catenate the feature with the four structural similarity maps
and Õ and input them into four convolution layers and two
fully connected layers for predicting the IoU score.

During training, we design three ways to train the IoUNet.
First, we can jointly train it with the FSVOS model, in which
case real predicted masks can be used for training the IoUNet.
Second, we can train it independently using synthesized
video data. Specifically, we randomly add noises to the
ground truth masks in the training set and use the synthesized
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masks to mimic good and bad predictions. In the third way,
we train the IoUNet using synthesized image data with the
same noisy mask strategy. We compute the ground truth IoU
score for each training mask and use a L1 loss as supervision.
During testing, we simply select reliable memory frames
whose predicted IoU scores are larger than a threshold.

4.4. Training Loss

We follow IPMT [16] and use the final query feature Fc
5

to predict the final segmentation masks via two convolution
layers, where Dice loss and IoU loss are both used for opti-
mization. To ease the network training, in each iteration we
use binary cross entropy (BCE) loss on the predicted support
masks Õs

l , clip masks Õc
l , and frame masks Õf

l . As for
memory frames, we generate predictions for them at each
iteration using MG(Gci

l ,F
m), and then adopt the BCE loss

computed with their ground truth masks as supervision.
Cross Category Discriminative Segmentation Loss. To
make the learned clip-level intermediate prototypes Gci

more category discriminative, we furthermore propose a
CCDS loss and adopt it within each batch. Suppose our
batchsize is set to B > 1, we select B video clips with dif-
ferent object categories to form each batch. Then, during
training, we use the prototypes of each video to perform seg-
mentation on other videos and let the predicted masks be all
zeros. The idea behind is intuitive: if the prototypes are well
optimized for a specific category, they should not activate
any region on other videos with different categories. How-
ever, since a video may contain multiple object categories
and we only have the ground truth of one class under the one-
way few-shot learning setting, we propose to use the ground
truth masks to filter out the regions for loss calculation:

Lccds =
1

(B − 1)B

B∑
b=1

∑
j ̸=b

1∑
Oj

Lb,j , (17)

Lb,j =

5∑
l=1

BCE(MG(Gci
l,b,Fj)⊙Oj ,Z), (18)

where Gci
l,b is the clip-level intermediate prototype in the l-th

iteration of the b-th video, Oj and Fj are the ground truth
masks and the backbone features of the j-th video. Z is an
all zero matrix.

5. Experiments
5.1. Datasets and Evaluation Setting

Datasets. Following [1, 24], our experiments are conducted
on the training set of YouTube-VIS [30] dataset, which has
40 categories and contains 2238 videos with 3774 instances.
The dataset is divided into four folds, following the same slit
with [1, 24]. In each fold, we use 30 categories for training
and the rest 10 categories for testing. Following [1, 24], we

set our experiments on the 5-shot setting and randomly select
five images from different videos of the same category as the
support set. We also follow [24] and adopt the MiniVSPW
[24] dataset to evaluate the generalizability of FSVOS meth-
ods. It includes 20 categories and provides longer video
sequences than YouTube-VIS, since being more challenging.

Evaluation Setting. As the prior work [1] and VOS methods,
we adopt the region similarity J and contour similarity F
for performance evaluation. Apart from this, we also follow
[24] and consider the video consistency metric VC7, which
captures temporal prediction consistency among long-range
adjacent frames over a temporal window of 7. We adopt
the average score on four folds, i.e. mVC7, to evaluate the
overall performance. We also follow [1, 24] and run the
evaluation process five times and report the average results.

Furthermore, there are two different evaluation protocols
proposed in [1] and [24] for sampling episodes during testing.
Protocol I fixes the sampled support set for all query videos
belonging to the same class in each run, while protocol II
randomly samples a support set for every query video, which
ensures a more stable performance evaluation. Hence, in this
paper we adopt protocol II for evaluation.

Implementation Details. We adopt ResNet-50 [11] pre-
trained on ImageNet [23] as our encoder backbone. Follow-
ing IPMT [16], we freeze the parameters of the backbone
during training and do not adopt online finetuning as [1, 24]
did. The iteration step is set to 5 as IPMT. We set the clip
length Tc and the memory length Tm to 5 without further tun-
ing. The IoU threshold for selecting reliable memory frames
is set to 0.8. When the reliable memory has more frames,
we simply randomly select five frames from them. During
training, we randomly select three clips from a video as a
sample, where the first clip is trained without using memory,
the second clip uses the first clip as memory, and the third
clip randomly selects five frames from the first two as the
memory. We also share the MAtt operation for support and
memory since we found this leads to better performance.

We use Adam as our optimizer. The batchsize is set to
B = 4 and the learning rate is set to 5e-4. We train our
model 100 epochs in total. All experiments are conducted on
a NVIDIA Tesla A100 GPU. We adopt random horizontal
flip, random crop and random resize to augment the train-
ing data. During training and testing, all video frames are
downsampled to the resolution of (240,424) as the inputs.

5.2. Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods

In Table 1, we compare our VIPMT with four recently
published FSISS methods and two FSVOS methods, on the
YouTuebe-VIS [30] dataset. We find that our VIPMT largely
improves all metrics, i.e. 4% J mean score, near 6% F
mean score, and near 5% mVC7 score, although previous
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J FMethods Name Fold-1 Fold-2 Fold-3 Fold-4 Mean Fold-1 Fold-2 Fold-3 Fold-4 Mean mVC7

NTRENet [15] 39.0 66.4 61.7 61.2 57.1 41.1 63.0 60.1 59.4 55.9 55.7
SSP [10] 46.7 64.3 59.3 54.5 56.2 34.8 53.0 46.0 46.7 45.1 49.6
VAT [12] 42.6 62.8 57.0 56.7 54.8 41.6 56.4 50.8 53.0 50.5 54.9FSISS

IPMT [16] 43.8 65.8 61.0 60.7 57.8 42.5 59.5 57.8 55.9 53.9 57.7

DAN [1] 43.9 64.5 61.1 62.1 57.9 42.4 62.0 60.0 60.0 56.1 41.5
TTI [24] 47.2 68.8 61.4 63.5 60.2 - - - - - 60.8FSVOS

VIPMT(Ours) 50.6 70.9 68.8 66.5 64.2 51.3 66.9 65.2 64.4 62.0 65.7
Table 1. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on YouTube-VIS [30]*. Bold means the best performance.

J FMethods Name Fold-1 Fold-2 Fold-3 Fold-4 Mean Fold-1 Fold-2 Fold-3 Fold-4 Mean mVC7

TTI [24] 25.2 37.1 25.0 29.6 29.2 - - - - - 24.4FSVOS VIPMT(Ours) 26.2 42.2 31.6 29.4 32.4 30.6 45.7 36.3 34.2 36.7 42.1
Table 2. Comparison with TTI [24] on MiniVSPW [24].

Datasets Methods J -Mean F-Mean mVC7

IPMT+STCN [6] 58.9 56.5 61.7
IPMT+XMem [5] 59.2 56.8 62.2

YouTube-VIS
IPMT+RDE-VOS [14] 59.3 58.0 63.3

VIPMT(Ours) 64.2 62.0 65.7

IPMT+STCN [6] 27.7 31.1 39.3
IPMT+XMem [5] 27.7 31.7 41.1

MiniVSPW
IPMT+RDE-VOS [14] 28.8 33.5 40.1

VIPMT(Ours) 32.4 36.7 42.1

Table 3. Comparison with state-of-the-art VOS methods.

works [1, 24] used on-line learning while we didn’t.
To verify the generalization ability of our method, we

compare our method with TTI [24] on MiniVSPW. Table 2
shows our method obtains a significant improvement of more
than 3% on J and more than 17% on mVC7, which verifies
that our method works well in more challenging scenarios.

In Figure 4, we give some visual comparison cases. Com-
pared with TTI [24], our VIMPT is less distracted by other
objects and achieves more precise segmentation, even in
highly occluded scenes (bottom row).

We also include three state-of-the-art semi-supervised
VOS methods for comparison, i.e. STCN [6], XMem [5], and
RDE-VOS [14]. Specifically, we use IPMT for segmenting
the first frame and then use VOS methods for propagating
the segmentation to the full video. Table 3 demonstrates that
such an ad-hoc combination of FSISS and VOS methods can
not achieve as good results as our model does.

5.3. Ablation Study

In this section, we report ablation study results on the
YouTube-VIS dataset. For J and F we use their average on
four folds, i.e. J -Mean and F-Mean.
Effectiveness of Each Component. In Table 4, we first

*Please note that here we re-tested the performance of DAN [1] using
protocol II. Hence, its scores are different from the original paper. For TTI
[24], since the authors did not provide the scores for F , we leave them blank.
We retrained all FSISS methods on YouTube-VIS for a fair comparison.

SettingsName Clip Frame Memory CCDS J -Mean F-Mean mVC7

Baseline 57.8 53.9 57.8
+C ✔ 61.8 58.8 60.7

+C+F ✔ ✔ 62.5 60.3 62.1
+C+F+M ✔ ✔ ✔ 63.5 61.9 62.8
VIPMT ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 64.2 62.0 65.7

Table 4. Ablation study on the effectiveness of each model com-
ponent. Baseline means IPMT [16].

adopt IPMT [16] as the baseline, which processes each
video frame independently. Then, we adopt our clip pro-
totype learning, denoted as “+C”. Results show that “+C”
surpasses the baseline by a large margin on all metrics, which
verifies the effectiveness of using local temporal guidance
with our clip prototype learning. After that, we further add
the frame prototype learning to “+C”, resulting in “+C+F”.
Benefiting from the frame-level fine-grained cues, “+C+F”
achieves large performance improvement for F-Mean and
mVC7. Moreover, we adopt “+C+F+M” to represent adding
the memory prototype learning on “+C+F”. It largely im-
proves the performance for both J -Mean and F-Mean,
which shows the importance of long-term temporal informa-
tion brought by the memory prototype learning. Based on
this, we further add the CCDS loss to obtain our final model
VIPMT. It also brings obvious improvements, especially on
mVC7, from 62.8 to 65.7. This proves the effectiveness of
increasing category discrimination for FSVOS.

In Figure 5, we visualize the predicted masks from the
different models mentioned above. We can find that progres-
sive improvements can be brought by using multi-grained
temporal prototypes and the CCDS loss.

Clip-frame Communication. As mentioned in Section 4.2,
we use the mean of the frame prototypes ((11)) to initial-
ize the intermediate prototype for the next iteration, which
enables bidirectional clip-frame communication. On the
contrary, directly using the clip-level intermediate prototype
Gci

l as the initialization only enables one-way communica-
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. Visualization of comparison cases. (a) Support sets. (b) Predicted masks of our VIMPT. (c) Predicted masks from TTI [24].

Baseline +C +C+F +C+F+M GTVIPMTSupport

Figure 5. Visualization of the comparison of different ablation study models. We can see progressive improvements brought by the
multi-grained temporal prototypes and the CCDS loss.

Clip-frame Communication J -Mean F-Mean mVC7

One-way 61.4 59.1 60.1
Bidirectional 62.5 60.3 62.1

Table 5. Comparison of two clip-frame communication schemes.

tion. Here we compare the effectiveness of the two schemes.
Results in Table 5 demonstrate that our design of using bidi-
rectional clip-frame communication surpasses the one-way
scheme by a large margin on all metrics.

Different Training Strategies of IoUNet. As mentioned
in Section 4.3, we can use three ways to train the IoUNet,
i.e. using real predicted masks (“Real”), synthesized video
data (“Video”), and synthesized image data (“Image”), re-
spectively. For “Image”, we use an FSISS dataset COCO-
20i [20] and remove the classes overlapped with our video
data for IoUNet training. We compare their performance
in Table 6. We also compare the performance of using our
proposed structural similarity maps or not (“w/ SSM” and
“w/o SSM”). The results are reported under the IoU threshold
of 0.5. The table demonstrates that using synthesized image
data results in the best performance in both ”w/ SSM” and
”w/o SSM” settings and using the structural similarity maps
always leads to better performance. Another benefit of using
image data is that we can train a unified IoUNet for all folds
instead of training an IoUNet for each fold. Hence, finally,
we use synthesized image data for IoUNet training.

IoU Threshold. Finally, we investigate the best IoU thresh-
old for memory selection. Table 7 indicates that 0.8 is the
best threshold and using the proposed structural similarity
maps always leads to better performance.

w/o SSM w/ SSM
Data J -Mean F-Mean mVC7 J -Mean F-Mean mVC7

Real 62.8 61.5 62.6 63.2 61.6 62.8
Video 62.9 61.6 62.6 63.2 61.6 62.8
Image 63.0 61.7 62.7 63.3 61.7 63.0

Table 6. Different training strategies of IoUNet. SSM means the
proposed structural similarity maps.

w/o SSM w/ SSM
Threshold J -Mean F-Mean mVC7 J -Mean F-Mean mVC7

0.5 63.0 61.7 62.7 63.3 61.7 63.0
0.6 63.1 61.7 62.9 63.3 61.7 62.7
0.7 63.1 61.8 62.9 63.4 61.8 62.6
0.8 63.1 61.8 62.5 63.5 61.9 62.8
0.9 63.0 61.8 62.3 63.5 61.9 62.5

Table 7. Experimental results of using different IoU thresholds.

6. Conclusion

We explored learning multi-grained temporal prototypes
to tackle the FSVOS task. Based on the IPMT model, the
query video information was decomposed into a clip proto-
type, a memory prototype, and frame prototypes. We also
improved an IoU regression method for selecting reliable
memory for FSVOS by leveraging the task prior knowledge
and proposed a new loss to enhance the category discrim-
inability of the prototypes. The effectiveness of our proposed
VIPMT has been verified on two benchmark datasets.
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